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The Fintech dimension

Fintech - a bandwagon everybody willingly jumps

Consumer threats from traditional financial industry                TRADITIONAL LAYER
• internal - defective workflow processes (errors and omissions, emloyee 

dishonesty etc...) predominantly on microeconomic level
• mixed - action/inaction of both internal and external agents (phishing attacks, 

scams, DDoS attacks etc.
• external - macroeconomic (deteriorating financial environment, bancruptcy etc.)

Anthropocentric - humans make mistakes, humans cheat 
(with or w/out IT support)

FINTECH LAYER
Consumer threats from Fintech
• Velocity
• Full traceability (privacy threat)
• Departure from "human" vintage point
• Full steam IT dependancy



The Fintech dimension part 10 (binary for 2)

Fintech - presupposed machine-like behaviour
• Consumers are expected to act rationally and employ algorythmic thinking

Just a stupid example:
• 1 BTC = 0,00000001 Satoshi. As of 09.11.2017 BTC equals 6128,99 EUR. How 

about paying a small fee of ... let say 34.55 EUR in BTC. It is exactly 
0,02117566045 BTC. Easy as pie....

Some consumer caveats:
! The consumers will easier make mistakes (unless every single app has been checked for 
behaviourial compliance)
! The consumers must forget about privacy since in the traditional economy their ID is 
subject to veryfying at transactional level while in Fintech (especially with cryptos) their 
ID can be traced - back to level 0 i.e. every participant in transaction is mentioned in the 
very mean of payment.
! Foreseable and unforseable threats

- Foreseable - the BTC "Fork"
- Unforseeable - a coding bug in ETH led to freeze in assets worth 300 Mio. EUR 



The Fintech disruptive effect

Fintechs are targeting the incumbents' value chain
Fintechs prefer: rigidly regulated industries and expensivly run businesses

They engage primarily two ways:

1. "Shortcuting" existing solutions by means of provision of better, cheaper, IT based 
solutions - e.g. price comparison aggregators that will obsolete the intermediation 
in retail insurance.

2. "Redefining" existing business models e.g. Uber, where the drivers are not 
"employees" but "independant subcontractors". (makes business model fragile in 
its core)

3. Bypassing regulatory requirements by assigning new roles to existing market 
participants e.g. P2P lending and P2P insurance where the user becomes lender 
and insurer respectively (this again creates risks to the consumers from both sides 
of the relation)



The Fintech life-cycle

A clockwork Fintechs 
The main types of Fintechs by origin:

1."Grassrooters"  - loners, IT nerds - evolve into niche players if survive. Mostly 
highly specialized solutions, relatively harmless

2."Incumbents' ecosystems" - Fintechs, financed by incumbents in order to 
gain/preserve edge over the competition. Mostly outsourced functions, relatively 
harmless.

3. Financing ecosystems - real loose cannons. Here one may find trully innovative 
solutions in the same time may present real danger to the consumer.

own funds/relatives

Business angels
Venture capital

Exit strategies



Fintechs supervision

Are supervisors ready for the tide? 
One may argue that the current supervisory architecture and approach are not fit to 
match the upcomming challenges. 

The supervisors should employ new philosophy to that issue. Should add strong 
tech expertize thus becoming true FinTECH supervisors

The supervisors should develop and employ new legal framework

The supervisors should forget the silo structure

The supervisors should be more proactive vs reactive

The supervisors should think faster



Fintechs supervision (cntd.)

Supervisors are not ready for the tide? 
How would current supervisor look at:

- a morphing policy (for certain period accident than home owner than sth. else

- a Zhong an related insurer, cloud based, established in Nauru, offering online policies, 
handling claims through third party and offering loans in ETH to its clients

Extreme the above examples as may be they illuistrate the fact that FOS and FOE are 
relics from the end of '80s, that the silo structure of supervision is even older. That 
without rethinking of the regulatory process and without heavy impetus over the IT the 
current framework is bound to fail sooner than later.



Possible solution

www.fintechguardian.eu
EU level think-tank aimed at soft regulation of the Fintech industry

1. Gathering info

2. Analysing business models and creating suitable taxonomy

3. Standartization

4. Seal of excellence

5. Close realting the current ESAs or their future legacy




